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POSSIBILITY OF BARYON-ANTIBARYON ENHANCEMENTS WITH UNUSUAL QUANTUM NUMBERS
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Arguments are presented in favor of gjt= 0 enhancements in the 10, 10*, and 27 repre-
sentations of SU(3) which decay mainly into a baryon and an antibaryon.

The observed connection between low-energy
direct-channel resonances (DCR) and energy de-
pendence of total cross sections 0~ at higher en-
ergies has recently been expressed'~~ in the lan-
guage of finite-energy sum rules (FESR).' Tra-
jectories other than the Pomeranchukon (P) are
assumed to be "built" from OCR, while the P is
assumed to arise from nonresonant background.
This separation explains both the constancy of
o&(K p), cr&(K+n), o&(pp), and ot(pn), and the de-
crease with increasing energy of other measured
total cross sections.

We show here that (i) the above connection can
be maintained in the conventional Regge model
for MM, Mb, and bb scattering (M=O meson;
b 2+ baryon [B]or 2 baryon [D]); (ii) the con-
nection then appears to break down for 5b sys-
tems in a very definite pattern. Specifically, we
predict energy dependence in the 10, 10*, and
27 bb channels despite their apparent lack of res-
onances.

This difficulty is resolved if we assume the ex-
istence of & =0 resonances in the 10, 10*, and
27 which couple mainly to Sb. Such resonances
then will not affect &f(MM) much, and may well
have been missed in mesonic spectra. 4 While no
such selection rule is known at present, a direct
check of Wb mass spectra for such resonances
nonetheless seems desirable.

The simplest Regge -pole model fitting all t = 0~ and && data involves exchange of P and ten-
sor and vector nonets. ' The flatness of of(K p),
of(K+n), o~(pp), and &xf(pn) comes in this model
from P'~ and A, -p degeneracy in couplings and
intercepts. If this degeneracy is not exact, then
flatness is predicted only in a restricted energy
range.

If &~ is to be flat in all those MM, Mb, and bb
channels thought to lack resonances, the Regge-
pole model is more restricted. The P', A~, ~,
and p must all have the intercept o.„while the f'
and p must have the intercept +,. Moreover, ad-
ditional coupling relations must hold: For exam-
ple, in order that of(w+w+) be flat, the P' and p
must couple to the v with equal strength. '

A self-consistent set of couplings of the tensor

and vector nonets to M and b has been found such
that all appropriate o'f(MM), of(Mb), and vf(bb)
will be flat. This set is shown in Table I. ag is
related to these couplings for large v= 2(s-u) by

o' (AB ) = (Sw/ v)

xP g (EXA)(EEB)(v/v )

Table I. Couplings (EAA) of trajectories E to parti-
cles A at t =0. Other couplings are related by charge
conjugation or isospin. Pomeranchukon couplings are
arbitrary.
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where (EXA) and (EEB) are the f = 0 couplings of
the trajectory E to particles A and&, &0=1
GeV', and

q =+I for P, P', f', and A~,

=-1 for , p, and p;
= 0'0 for P, A, , and p,
= o.', forf and p.
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The relations in Table I follow uniquely from
requiring (a) factorizability, (b) decoupling of f'
and P from S =0 particles, (c) monotonic de-
crease with increasing energy of ag in systems
with DCR, and (d) flatness of ot(MM), &t(Mb),
and v&(bb) in systems without DCR.'~'

From Table I one sees that, for example,

(4)

while

v (fl p)=o (Q)) t

Table II. Possible 5b enhancements with unusual
quotum numbers. Others are related by charge con-
jugation or isospin.
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Hence o'f(+p) is energy dependent' while of(G p)
is flat. In general one finds that energy depen-
dence in o'f(5b) is present in the 1, 8, 10, 10*,
and 27 channels but absent in other channels. o

As we predict vt(bb) in 10, 10*, and 27 to be
energy dependent but &f(MM) in these channels to
be flat, we seem to lose the simple connection
between DCR and energy dependence of og. Con-
sistency of Table I with FESR requires contribu-
tions to the imaginary parts of 10, 10*, and 27
bb amplitudes besides those of the nonresonant
background, but these contributions must not af-
fect M~ amplitudes.

It has been suggested' that mesonic annihila-
tion channels must be added to DCR when satu-
rating the integral over & in FESR for bb scatter-
ing. Such contributions would then affect all
o'f(bb) including those expected here to be flat,
such as o'f(A~p). For this reason it may be dan-
gerous to speculate on the special role of meson-
ic annihilations. When saturating FESR with
DCR one is neglecting inelastic two-or-more-
particle intermediate states all the time. It is
certainly worth seeing if such an approximation
can work for bb scattering.

We therefore suggest that one look for the
missing 10, 10*, and 27 contributions in the
form of B = 0 resonances coupling mainly to bb.
Table II summarizes these channels (others are
related by charge conjugation or isospin).

Even in the expected 1 and 8 channels few bb

resonances have been seen, as their production
is usually depressed by many competing process-
es. Such resonances have been reported (a) as
bumps in of(pp) and u (pd), "and (b) in the EN
system in K P —(EPP, Anm+p, and pEpmo). '~~"

These processes are unlikely to yield the reso-
nances of Table II, however. Measurements of
&t in the channels mentioned are impossible at
present. The enhancement in (b) appears to be
produced peripherally by I' or meson exchange.
Production of the resonances of Table II by I' ex-
change is impossible since incident particles of
the right quantum numbers do not exist, and
their production by an incident meson via meson
exchange would be suppressed by the rule against
coupling to mesonic systems.

One does not expect to see resonances in most
5b final states of PP or Pd reactions because of
strong competition from isobar production. '4

Whereas production of a bb resonance requires
baryon exchange, double-isobar production re-
quires only meson exchange and is therefore ex-
pected to dominate. Exceptions to this rule
should occur for low energies and high multipli-
cities, where the peripheral picture is less valid.

As Fb structure begins to be seen in PP or Pd
final states through analysis of high-multiplicity
events, we would suggest special note be taken
of any bb enhancements with unusual quantum
numbers. It would probably be easiest to see a

8 resonance, for example, as a bump in the
(Pnw ) spectrum of PP - (Pnm )+ (mw)++ or Pn
-(Pn~ )+ (m~)+ The .latter reaction may be fa-
vored as it involves less charge exchange. Simi-
larly S= —1, Q = -2 resonances may appear in the
(PAw ) or (PZ ) spectra of the appropriate reac-
tions initiated by antiprotons. The absence of
such resonances would be significant only in the
strong presence of similar resonances belonging
to the 1 or 8.

The author is grateful for the hospitality ex-
tended to him at the Niels Bohr Institute during
the summer of 1968, to Chan Hong-Mo, D. Horn,
L. Horwitz, and H. Rubinstein for useful discus-
sions, and to T. Ferbel, Y. Oren, and A. Pevs-
ner for correspondence regarding experimental
results. We thank H. J. Lipkin for informing us
of his work along similar lines.

Note added in proof. —The observed masses of
f' and y probably imply that the t =0 intercepts
of their trajectories lie below those of the I",
A„&,and p. Assuming this, one gets the de-
coupling result (b), and hence the "usual" &o-y
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and f f' -mixing, directly from the flatness crite-
rion.
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For example, in PP PP~ r at 3.2 and 3.6 GeV/c,
where double-isobar production dominates, the ppn+
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po production and decay are examined, particularly for b2 &p2. The implications of
the results regarding Chew-Low extrapolation procedure, and regarding a conspiracy
interpretation, are discussed.

The behavior of the reaction

mN- pN,

at small E'( p', is of particular interest for two
reasons:

(1) If the A' dependence of dc/dA' as 6'-0 be-
comes sharply different from the OPE (one-pion-
exchange) prediction, then there may be some
practical difficulty in using the Chew-Low ex-
trapolation procedure' to obtain wm cross sec-
tions.

(2) With the recent development of the ideas of
conspiracy and evasion effects' at 62 =0, it has
been suggested that the &s dependence both of do/
d~ and of individual helicity amplitudes, in Re-

action (1) and in other reactions, might be of
particular interest close to 6' =0.

We have accordingly examined data by Poirier
et al. , giving information on the reaction

at 8 GeV/c. The similar reaction

p+p ~ p+p

(2)

has recently been studied in a similar way, also
at 8 GeV/c, by Aderholz et al.~

Figure 1 shows the h~ distribution for two
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